
ANGÉ TILE-EZ™ Shower Pans - Compression Drain Instructions  
Used with Round or Square Strainer Cover 

 

 

      STRAINER BODY 

 

          

 
Installation: 

1. Unwrap Drain and separate Strainer Top from Drain Body 

 Strainer Body as one half 

 Drain Body with locknut and loose Gaskets (Sealing & Friction Washers) as second half.  

Remove wrench from inside of Drain Body to use later 

2. Remove locknut and loose gaskets from Drain Body and Install top part of Drain Body to top side of 

shower pan.  Apply bead of SILICONE to underside of drain body top, between plastic edge of Upper 

Drain Body & Surface of Tile-EZ Shower Floor 

3. Place Paper Friction Gasket on top of locknut, then Rubber Sealing Gasket on top paper. 

4. Thread Locknut and drain body together and tighten 

5. Install the pipe into the drain body through the Compression Gasket until the pipe is flush with the top 

of the Compression Gasket.  Take care not to wrinkle or damage the gasket. 

6. From the top side of the shower, tighten Compression Nut with wrench provided.  Remove wrench 

and keep it for any necessary re-tightening.  Check for leaks and re-tighten if necessary.  

7. Insert or push Strainer Body into the Drain Body.  Strainer Body should fit snug into the Drain Body 

… if necessary, for a tighter fit, apply silicone to bottom of Strainer Body, inside of Drain Body.  

8. Always follow local plumbing codes. 

 

Adjustment of Strain Cover to Different Heights: 

 

Available is an extension kit which includes multiple strainer height gaskets.  If height needs to be higher, 

simply unscrew the top of the Strainer Cover and insert Height Gaskets included in optional kit.  If for some 

reason, height needs to be lower, simply remove gaskets from the strainer body of the drain assembly.   

 

Technical Support / Questions 

Tel:  856-673-8747 

Fax:  856-235-5410 

Email:  ANGEPAN@Tile-EZ.com 
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